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INTRODUCTION

What’s the best way to build number sense in upper elementary grades, espe-
cially for students who struggle with math? Some have memorized procedures 
and some are still using primary strategies to solve problems. In both cases, I’m 
not really sure they are making sense of the mathematics.

—Upper grade math coach

What gives us the most bang for our buck? Working with struggling students 
on grade-level material that they don’t really understand or going back two to 
three years, if not more, to try to fill in gaps in their foundational number sense?

—Fifth-grade teacher

These are typical concerns I hear from intermediate grade teachers. In grades 
three to five, our students are in the prime of developing their mathematical 
understanding. They are generalizing their knowledge of the base ten number 

system to understand how to multiply large numbers; they are shifting their additive
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thinking to multiplicative thinking; and they are overcoming their whole number 
bias and becoming able to think about the world in terms of whole numbers and 
fractions. Teachers see that students lacking number sense fall further and further 
behind their peers in being able to understand many of these concepts and doing 
many of these skills. When there are gaps in a student’s number sense, the student 
often struggles in all areas of mathematics. Intermediate grade teachers have a big 
job—we facilitate opportunities for students to use their number sense to develop 
mathematical understanding and become more efficient mathematicians.
 What can we do to help students develop their number sense and use it? 
This book is about tapping into every child’s innate sense of number, providing 
daily experiences to develop and nourish number sense, and facilitating students’ 
application of number sense in a variety of situations and contexts. Doing these 
things can, at times, seem daunting. The purpose of this book is to equip you 
with a toolbox of number sense routines that are easily implemented, yet provide 
students with opportunities to meaningfully internalize and deepen their facility 
with numbers.
 The routines serve as “warm-ups”—quick five-, ten-, or fifteen-minute number 
sense experiences at the beginning of your math class. Children need these kinds 
of daily experiences with number sense as well as a variety of opportunities to 
apply number sense concepts. The daily practice—the everyday, connected 
interactions—with numbers, amounts, patterns, and relationships will build your 
students’ number sense and develop their mathematical understanding.
 In my first book, Number Sense Routines: Building Numerical Literacy Every 
Day in Grades K–3, my goal was to show teachers how to use familiar activities 
in connected and responsive ways to build students’ number sense foundations. 
This book is focused on number sense routines for grades three through five as 
children move into more complicated mathematics. The number sense routines 
you will read about in this third- to fifth-grade book are about developing students’ 
mathematical understanding as they build, solidify, and generalize their number 
sense foundations.
 Number sense routines take on a very important role in the intermediate grades 
as students begin using standard algorithms. As this occurs, daily experiences 
with number sense routines ensure that students continue to make sense of the 
more formal mathematics they are engaging in. The grade three examples in the 
kindergarten to third-grade book and the third- to fifth-grade book are different, 
and I hope these examples highlight how number sense routines play a role both 
in building a number sense foundation (as in kindergarten to grade two) and in 
using and expanding that number sense foundation to develop mathematical 
understanding (as in grades three to five).
 The journey of number sense will be continuous and ongoing for your 
students. It’s fascinating to observe their different learning paths as they acquire 
number sense understandings. As you read, you will step into various classrooms 
and listen in on students’ conversations, which I hope will give you insight into 
the power of number sense routines and the impact they have on students’ number 
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sense development and mathematical understanding. My hope is that by going 
into the classroom, into students’ conversations, and into their thought processes, 
you will come away with new ideas and tools to use in your own classroom. The 
classroom examples, combined with resources such as the figures and boxes, 
demonstrate how students’ number sense develops over time and will help you be 
more keenly aware of what mathematics concepts and strategies to look for in your 
students’ discussions and work. The more you know what to look for, the easier it 
becomes to facilitate students’ learning and help them deepen their number sense.
 I learn the most when I really listen to students and find out where they are 
in their individual learning paths. I reflect on what number sense experiences will 
move them further along in their number sense journey. That journey is different 
for everyone.
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1
NUMBER SENSE
What Does It Mean?

In September, some fourth graders and I engaged in word problems at the kidney-shaped 
table while the rest of the class worked in small group math stations. I posed the following 
problem as an informal preassessment:

On our field trip to the Great Salt Lake, we collected brine shrimp.
There are 9 brine shrimp in each test tube.
If there are 12 test tubes, how many brine shrimp were collected from the Great 
Salt Lake?

 I was expecting a range of ideas and strategies and wanted to see what these students 
would do with the equal-groups word problem. After they worked independently for 
several minutes, sure enough, a mathematics discussion about their strategies surfaced and 
provided me a window into their number sense and mathematical reasoning. As you read 
their discussion, see if you can pinpoint the ways in which each student is using his or her 
number sense. See Figure 1.1 for the students’ written work as you read about their discus-
sion.
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 Ana noticed that Gavin finished quickly and asked him, “How did you do it so 
fast?”
 “It’s easy, you just do 9 times 2 is 18 and carry the 1 and then it’s 9 times 
1, which is 9 plus that one, which is 10,” said Gavin. “See, so, 9 times 12 equals 
108,” he further explained and pointed to his horizontal equation.
 “I know 9 times 2 is 18, and I used that all over here,” said Ana, showing all 
of her eighteens. “But, I still don’t know why you did it like that.”

“That’s just how you do it,” said Gavin.
 “I did it like you, Ana,” said Diana. “I almost drew all the brine shrimp, but 
then I knew I could keep doubling 9 and then just add it all up. I learned those trees 
last year [referring to the branching strategy she used].”

David related to Diana’s statement that she almost drew all 108 brine shrimp. 
David laughed and said, “I drew it, too, Diana. I drew it like this because I was 
thinking these [pointing to his columns] are the 12 test tubes, and there are 9 brine 
shrimp in each one. But then I realized I could look at just the first 10 tubes and 
that’s 90 [pointing to his line]. So, I just imagined those 90 there. Then I add 9 

Gavin Diana

David

KyleeAna

Figure 1.1
Fourth-grade students’ written work on 
the brine shrimp problem
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so that’s 99 and then I add those 9 [pointing to the last column] and that’s . . .” 
David took a long pause trying to figure it out, then counted up on his fingers and 
said, “100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, so it is 108.” It seemed that 
the move from 99 into the hundreds was tricky, and David reverted to a counting 
up strategy on his fingers to make sure he was accurate.
 Kylee had not been participating in the discussion because she was still 
counting and solving the problem. At the end of David’s explanation, Kylee chimed 
in and said, “I used 10, too. I drew all these test tubes like yours [pointing to 
David’s columns], and when I drew the 9 in each I realized I could have counted 
by tens. So, I wrote this and pretended there were 10 in each tube [pointing to her 
12 × 10]. But there weren’t 10, and I had to take out 12.”
 “But there were 10 in David’s,” said Ana. “See his line.” Ana counted the 10 
columns up to David’s line.
 “But there aren’t 10 in each tube. It says 9 brine shrimp in each test tube. So, 
I don’t know where you got 10,” said Kylee. Kylee and David had both used 10, 
but in different ways. The students hadn’t yet figured out that David had broken 
the 12 into 10 and 2, whereas Kylee focused on the 9 brine shrimp in each tube 
and changed the 9 into a 10 to make the problem easier to solve. With students 
using the 9 and 12 in these different ways, I knew we were going to have a fun 
fourth-grade year playing with numbers!
 “I know there’s 9 in each. See, Ana, there’s 10 test tubes there. See [pointing 
to the line Ana referred to], there’s 10 test tubes and 2 test tubes, but there’s 9 in 
each. Look down,” David explained and then counted 9 circles in his first column 
to show Ana.
 At this point, many ideas were on the table so I thought it was time 
to do a pair-share. Because Diana and Ana had similar strategies of repeat-
edly adding the nines, I asked Diana and Ana to pair with David. Ana had an 
“aha moment” and visually saw how David broke up the 12 into 10 and 2, 
then multiplied by 9: (10 × 9) + (2 × 9) = 108. She connected his strategy 
to her nines and counted out 10 nines and 2 nines and wrote those equa-
tions (see the right part of Ana’s written work in Figure 1.1 where she wrote  
9 × 10 = 90 and 9 × 2 = 18, then 90 + 18 = 108). Kylee and Gavin paired up to 
discuss their strategies with each other. Gavin had no problem explaining the steps 
in his procedure, but continued to have trouble explaining why his algorithm 
worked. He did, however, seem to follow Kylee’s strategy for multiplying 12 × 10 
then subtracting out a 12 to make the problem easier. I was hoping their discussion 
would lead to a connection between Kylee’s invented strategy and Gavin’s algo-
rithm, but they didn’t quite get there.
 While listening to this group of fourth-grade mathematicians explain their 
reasoning and strategies, I noticed several things about their number sense. First, 
they are all using their number sense, just in varying degrees. Kylee took a long time 
to solve the problem because she drew 108 shrimp. However, that process helped 
her see that she could have just imagined 10 in each test tube, then subtract 12 (1 
brine shrimp from each test tube for a total of 12 brine shrimp). Her explanation 
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